Abstract—The standard loader (ld.so) is a common target of attacks. The loader is a trusted component of the application, and faults in the loader are problematic; e.g., they may lead to local privilege escalation for SUID binaries.

Software-based fault isolation (SFI) provides a framework to execute arbitrary code while protecting the host system. A problem of current approaches to SFI is that fault isolation is decoupled from the dynamic loader, which is treated as a black box. The sandbox has no information about the (expected) execution behavior of the application and the connections between different shared objects. As a consequence, SFI is limited in its ability to identify devious application behavior.

This paper presents a new approach to run untrusted code in a user-space sandbox. The approach replaces the standard loader with a security-aware trusted loader. The secure loader and the sandbox together cooperate to allow controlled execution of untrusted programs. A secure loader makes security a first class concept and ensures that the SFI system does not allow any unchecked code to be executed. The user-space sandbox builds on the secure loader and subsequently dynamically checks for malicious code and ensures that all control flow instructions of the application adhere to an execution model.

The combination of the secure loader and the user-space sandbox enables the safe execution of untrusted code in user-space. Code injection attacks are stopped before any unintended code is executed. Furthermore, additional information provided by the loader can be used to support additional security properties, e.g., inlining of Procedure Linkage Table calls reduces the number of indirect control flow transfers and therefore limits jump-oriented attacks.

This approach implements a secure platform for privileged applications and applications reachable over the network that anticipates and confines security threats from the beginning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Secure execution of applications in user-space remains a hard problem. Software-based fault isolation (SFI) has been embraced by many projects [29], [43], [42], [22], [37] to address this problem. SFI aims to provide an execution environment that allows the safe and undisturbed execution of applications. An advantage of SFI is that other techniques to protect the execution of applications (e.g., Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [35], [8], [9], Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [46], stack canaries [27], and policy-based system call authorization) are orthogonal to SFI and can be combined with SFI. The protection techniques can be used to strengthen the implementation of the SFI platform (that forms a crucial element of the trusted computing base) as well as the application code.

A key component of every system is the dynamic loader. The loader takes control of the application before the application is even started. The dynamic loader maps the application into memory and resolves all symbols that are used from different shared libraries. These relocations and symbol lookups enable a program to use libraries and to implement different techniques like position independent code. After the program has been prepared for execution (i.e., after the loader has finished the initial relocation and loading), the initialization code of the application is executed and the application starts.

The loader has access to all symbols and relocated objects at runtime and shares this information with the executing program. The standard Linux dynamic loader is optimized for fast relocation and aims to offer a rich functionality. The combination of the rich functionality (and complexity) and the fact that all applications (e.g., privileged applications, applications reachable over the network, local applications) use the same loader makes it a promising attack vector. Recent attacks [17], [34], [33], [40] illustrate the problem. Our approach replaces the standard dynamic loader by a tool that makes security a first class concept.

This paper introduces a Trusted Runtime Environment (TRuE) for the safe execution of untrusted code. TRuE is the combination of a secure loader and a sandbox. These two components of the trusted computing base are small and provide a safe (the implementation is reviewed and bug-free) and secure (the design does not provide attack vectors in the offered functionality) environment. This combination enables a safe foundation for software-based fault isolation where all application code is executed under the control of the sandbox. The sandbox separates user-space into two privilege domains, the privileged sandbox domain that contains the secure loader and the sandbox, and the application domain that executes application code.

The standard loader focuses on feature support and low loading times, whereas the secure loader focuses on a rigorous security concept. The secure loader implements the safe foundation for the SFI framework, provides information for the sandbox that executes application code, and supports basic loader functionality. The secure loader collects information about all symbol locations and relocated pointers. This information is then used in the sandbox to secure the execution of the untrusted code.

This approach to a user-space sandbox implements a holistic view of the program execution. Inter-module control
The attack model defines the constraints for an attack, the properties of a successful attack, and limitations of the trusted runtime environment. The execution model explains which applications can be protected and describes changes to the original memory layout of the application. The flow of execution in an application can be seen as a graph where control flow transfers are the edges and the nodes are individual basic blocks. The execution model describes how a sandbox transforms this graph at runtime to protect the execution flow and to ensure that no alternate “unwanted” locations are reached.

A. Attack model

A potential attacker tries to escalate the available privileges by executing injected or constructed code. A local attacker escalates the available privileges to a higher privileged account, e.g., by triggering an exploit in a “SUID” application to gain super-user access. A remote attacker without shell access, e.g., using a web service, gains user-level access by escalating the available privileges to a local user account, e.g., www-data.

The security guards of the sandbox protect the application from all code injection attacks. Code can be injected (as data) through, e.g., a buffer overflow, but the sandbox never executes the injected code. The sandbox either detects an illegal region that contains code when a “control flow instruction” attempts to transfer control to a data region or the kernel generates a protection fault if the application tries to write a code region. A shadow stack [23], [38] in the sandbox domain ensures that return-oriented programming [44] attacks are not possible. The different privilege level of the sandbox domain naturally protects the shadow stack. The sandbox dynamically removes indirect control flow transfers whenever possible to reduce the opportunities for jump-oriented programming [10]. The sandbox uses per-application system call policies to protect from remaining attack vectors. Data-based attacks and jump-oriented programming are stopped whenever an illegal system call is executed. Attacks against the sandbox are limited by protecting internal data. All data structures of the sandbox domain (including the secure loader) are write-protected during the execution of translated code.

The sandbox kills the application if an attack is detected. Denial of service attacks (e.g., an attacker can repeatedly kill an application by trying to exploit a vulnerability) are outside of the scope of the attack model. Several mitigation techniques exist to restart failed services but they are not the topic of this paper.

B. Execution model

A binary-only application is executed under the control of the dynamic sandbox. The binary itself is untrusted but not malicious (i.e., the binary can contain implementation

1Any instruction that changes the control flow of the program, e.g., jump instructions, indirect jump instructions, call instructions, indirect call instructions, or return instructions.
bugs but the binary is not controlled by the attacker). No static modifications or static analysis are needed to execute an application in the sandbox. The sandbox implements an additional protection domain in user-space, splitting the user-space into an application domain and a sandbox domain.

TRuE creates a secure process in three steps: (i) TRuE initializes the secure loader and the sandbox during startup, (ii) the secure loader then loads the application in the sandbox and resolves all dependencies to external libraries, and (iii) the sandbox starts the main application thread in the application domain. The secure loader is a part of the sandbox domain. Accesses of the application into the loader are intercepted and redirected to the protected domain.

The sandbox dynamically translates all application code before it is executed. Original code regions in the application are mapped as read-only. The targets of static control flow instructions (direct jumps, direct calls, and conditional jumps) are verified during the translation. Dynamic control flow instructions incur a runtime check that verifies for each execution that the target is valid.

Self-modifying code in the application is not supported, i.e., the application is not allowed to generate new code at runtime. Code can only be added to the runtime image of an application through the secure loader API.

III. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The startup process of an application is as follows: the loader opens the application, analyzes the dependences, loads and initializes the required libraries, and passes control to the application.

TRuE changes this approach. The secure loader first initializes the secure sandbox. The secure loader then opens and analyzes the application and all needed libraries. All application and library code is executed under the control of the sandbox, no unchecked code is executed directly.

A sandbox controls the executed application code. The sandbox combines software-based fault isolation (SFI) concepts and policy-based system call authorization to ensure that neither the application nor any exploits can escape the sandbox.

A. Dynamic loading

Linux uses the Executable and Linkable Format [41], [19] (ELF) to describe the on-disk layout of Dynamically Shared Objects (DSO) and executables. The ELF format defines two views for applications and libraries. The first view contains essential information for the loader about the different segments (areas with same page permissions) in the object. The second view contains the section header table with more fine-grained information like symbol tables.

Libraries contain one or two symbol tables: .dynsym, a dynamic symbol table that contains information (size, type, permissions, and others) about all exported symbols; and .symtab an optional table that contains information about all symbols in the library. The optional table is available by default and removed if the object is stripped.

Libraries are mapped to dynamic (non-constant) addresses in memory, the compiled code must therefore be position independent. Position independent code relies on the Global Offset Table (GOT), which contains information about imported and exported symbols for each DSO. This information is used to access symbols in other DSOs with non-constant addresses. The Procedure Linkage Table (PLT) is used to transfer control to symbols in other DSOs, entries in the PLT correspond to an indirect jump through a GOT slot, see Figure 1 for an example.

Figure 1. Example of PLT-based position independent code. The function in the code section transfers control to the PLT slot (1), the code in the PLT slot executes a lookup in the GOT section (2), and transfers control to the other shared object (3).

Function references in the GOT are initialized with a pointer to the dynamic loader. The first execution resolves the actual symbol and stores the resolved pointer in the GOT slot. Later calls to the same function result in a direct transfer to the resolved symbol. This feature allows lazy binding.

B. Sandboxing applications

Sandboxing or SFI is a technique that enforces a security policy on executed code. The security policy includes guards and restrictions on memory accesses, restrictions on control flow transfers, and restrictions on instructions and combinations of instructions that can be executed. Many dynamic SFI tools use binary translation to check the executed code.
SFI translates and encapsulates all executed instructions of the application.

Dynamic binary translation, the technique used to implement SFI, translates all executed code on-the-fly. Translated code is placed in a code cache to lower translation costs. The user-space dynamic binary translator (BT) takes control and implements a second privilege domain in user-space. Translated application code is executed with lower privileges than the BT. The BT ensures (during the translation) that the translated application code has no access to the data structures and to the code of the binary translator.

Figure 2 shows the design of a dynamic BT as presented in [37]. Each basic block is translated before execution and placed in the code cache. A mapping table maps basic blocks from the original program to translated basic blocks. Outgoing edges in translated basic blocks point to other translated basic blocks or back to the translator if the basic block is not translated. Untranslated basic blocks are translated on demand. Most instructions are copied verbatim for regular binary translation, all instructions that change control flow need special treatment.

The translator emits extra code that handles direct control flow transfers (e.g., jump instructions, conditional jump instructions, call instructions, interrupts, and system calls). Jump instructions and conditional jump instructions are redirected to the translated basic blocks in the code cache, interrupts and system calls are replaced with a code sequence that traps into the privileged domain of the BT. Indirect control flow transfers (e.g., indirect jumps, indirect calls, or function returns) are replaced with code sequences that execute a lookup in the mapping table and an indirect control flow transfer to the translated basic block. The special treatment of indirect control flow transfers is needed to keep up the illusion that the application is running in its native environment. No pointers and return addresses are changed by the BT, therefore the BT must trap the indirect control flow transfers to keep control of the program.

BT enables the checking of machine code instructions before they are executed. SFI extends BT, the translation process (often using a code cache for already translated code) weaves additional guards (e.g., unexecutable stack, shadow stack, and write-protected executable code) into the translated code that ensure that the targets of control flow instructions cannot be changed by code based exploits.

System calls are requested using specific instructions and the sandbox is in the unique position to replace these instructions with special sandbox code. The sandbox checks individual system calls and verifies system call numbers, parameters, and locations according to a given system call policy. This concept is known as policy-based system call authorization.

### IV. Problems of the Standard Loader

The standard loader has several problems if it is used in a security-relevant context. Bugs in the standard loader lead to direct privilege escalation. If the application and the sandbox share the same loader then the sandbox can be attacked through the loader. All dynamically loadable applications rely on features of the loader to dynamically resolve references or to load additional modules. If the loader is translated alongside the application then the application must have the privileges to map code as executable which pose a security risk.

#### A. Exploiting the standard loader

The standard execution model uses the same loader for all applications, no matter if they are regular user applications, privileged applications, or remotely accessible applications.

The standard loader supports a wide range of dynamic functionality (e.g., debugging, dynamic library replacement, and tracing of method calls) and a huge feature-set (e.g., many different relocation types). Large parts of the functionality are not needed or even harmful for privileged programs. Extra checks ensure that it is not possible to (i) preload alternate libraries or to (ii) replace the standard search path for libraries if an application uses the SUID flag.

Missing or faulty checks for privileged applications or other bugs in the standard loader [17], [34], [33], [40] can therefore be exploited to escalate privileges for SUID applications.

These problems can be mitigated or reduced if the functionality and feature-set of the loader is restricted to the bare minimum of necessary features to execute current applications.

#### B. The late interception problem

Many dynamic interception tools ([43], [45], [29], [11]) use LD_PRELOAD\(^3\) to gain control of the application. The application, the standard loader, and the binary translator (BT) share the same memory space. The data structures

\(^3\)LD_PRELOAD is an option for the dynamic loader that injects an additional library into the process space of the application; this option executes the initialization code of the injected library prior to the initialization of the application.
of the loader contain pointers to the BT as well as to the application. The loader is in the application domain and the loader functionality can be used to gather information about the BT (i.e., resulting in an information leak) or to break the integrity of the BT. A potential exploit uses the data from the loader (e.g., modifies the GOT section of the BT) to compromise the BT itself and to redirect BT functions to malicious code.

The standard loader treats a BT that uses LD_PRELOAD just like any other shared object and enables the application to read information about the shared object (e.g., address space, PLT, and GOT sections). The standard loader does not guarantee that the BT initialization function is the first sequence of instructions that is executed after the loader finished its initialization. For example, the INITFIRST flag that can be set by multiple libraries. Preloaded libraries are loaded first but the standard loader executes the initialization code of the last loaded library with this flag first.

Another example is a symbol of the GNU_IFUNC relocation type. The standard libc uses GNU_IFUNC to select the best possible version of a function for the current hardware at runtime. Such a scenario may trigger the executing of setup code before the LD_PRELOAD-based BT is initialized. The BT is deprived of control of its environment if application code is executed before the BT is initialized.

C. The loader black box

In related work [43], [45], [29], [37], [11] the sandbox is either (i) unaware of the standard loader and translates the code of the standard loader as part of the application, or (ii) does not support dynamic loading [47], [31], [1], [20]. Solutions that are unaware of the loading process treat library loading as a black box.

The loader plays a privileged part during the runtime of all application that use shared libraries. The dynamic loader manages information about all loaded shared objects (libraries) and about all exported symbols that can be used in other objects.

The sandbox uses functionality of the loader to discover the loaded shared objects and the exported functions. The sandbox also relies on information about executable regions and data regions that is exported by the standard loader.

The loader is a crucial component of the application as it can load and map new code into the running process. If the loader is translated as a black box then the application must have the privileges to load and map any code (e.g., using the mmap system call, or the mprotect system call to map memory regions as executable). On the other hand if the sandbox provides a transparent and secure loader API then the privilege to map executable memory regions can be abstracted into the trusted sandbox domain. The sandbox can control the application and limit the loading process to predefined libraries.

An extension of the secure loader can be used to implement a clear separation between the different shared objects. Privileges and permissions (e.g., specific system calls and parameters to the system calls) can be tuned and specified on a per-object basis and are no longer enabled for all parts of an application.

V. SAFE LOADING IN A TRUSTED RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

The Trusted Runtime Environment presents an alternate model for process creation (turning an executable and all associated libraries into a running program) and is the first technique that takes complete control over an application in user-space. The standard dynamic loader is replaced by a secure loader that is part of the sandbox domain. As a result the application domain no longer needs the permissions to map executable code. A secure loader must be safe (the implementation is reviewed and bug-free) and secure (the design does not provide attack vectors in the offered functionality). This approach bridges programming languages and operating systems, a language independent loader is used to secure and confine binary-only applications in their execution pattern running on an operating system. Figure 3 provides a comparison between the standard runtime environment and TRuE.

![Figure 3. Comparison between a regular sandboxing approach and safe loading as provided by TRuE with a secure loader. The left-hand side shows two problems: 1) the late interception problem and 2) the loader black box problem.](image-url)

The secure loader runs as part of the privileged sandbox domain. The secure loader is the only entity that is allowed to load new code and the application is only allowed to access loader functions through a well defined API. The sandbox and the loader are tightly coupled and share information about the program. The loader analyzes segment and section information of the application and all dynamically
loaded objects and enables per object privileges. The loader resolves objects, symbols, and relocations for the sandbox that then embeds resolved addresses in the translated code.

The tight coupling of the loader and the sandbox enables module separation. Control transfers between modules are inlined directly into the translated code. The translated source object contains a direct reference (that is unreadable from the application) to the target object and no call through the PLT and GOT is needed. The PLT data structure is only kept for reference reasons.

The secure loader solves problems of the standard loader that are discussed in Section IV. The secure loader ensures that the SFI library is initialized first and treated specially so that symbols are neither added to the global scope nor accessible through any API functions.

A. The sandbox

The sandbox implements two privilege domains in user-space: the sandbox domain (a trusted domain that contains the loader and the sandbox proper) and the application domain, an untrusted domain that contains the application code and all needed libraries.

The sandbox domain ensures that no unchecked code is executed in the application domain. Application code is examined by the sandbox before execution and additional security guards are added to ensure that the executed code cannot escape out of the sandbox.

Binary Translation (BT) is a key component for user-space software-based fault isolation (SFI). A dynamic translation system translates and checks every machine code instruction before it is executed. Translated code is placed in a code cache. Indirect control flow transfers trap into the privileged sandbox domain and are checked upon every execution, ensuring that only translated branch targets are reached. The translator can change, adapt, or remove any invalid instruction and is able to intercept system calls before they are executed.

An important requirement for the integrity of the sandbox is that return addresses of the translated application remain unchanged on the stack. Translated return addresses on the application stack would leak pointers into the code cache. Unchanged return addresses add additional complexity when handling return instructions as they are translated to a lookup in the mapping table (the mapping table is a sandbox-source data structure that relates between translated and untranslated code) and an indirect control transfer. On the other hand an unchanged stack ensures that the original program can use the return instruction pointer on the stack for (i) exception management, (ii) debugging, and (iii) return trampolines. Additionally, the user program has no easy way to discover that it runs in a sandboxed environment, and the address of the code cache is only known by the binary translator.

B. Solving the loader’s security problems

Combining a secure loader and a safe sandbox to form a trusted execution environment solves the problems defined in Section IV. The loader must be separated from the application and the application may not access the loader’s internal data structures directly. The privileged sandbox domain is a perfect location for the secure loader. The secure loader and the sandbox share information about all loaded shared objects and symbols. The shared information enables the sandbox to restrict control flow transfers in the application domain. The loader needs privileges to resolve dependencies and to map executable code; these privileges are best placed in the sandbox domain.

1) Restricting privilege escalation attacks: The secure loader implements a subset of the features of the standard loader. The subset is complete enough to run in practice any programs compiled with a recent version of the compiler toolchain. The supported programs are independent of the source language (C, C++, Fortran, and handwritten assembly programs were tested).

The feature set of the secure loader is limited to relocation types needed on the current platform (the standard loader supports relocation of other platforms as well), no runtime configuration, no debugging features that execute user-specified code, no backwards compatibility to old formats, and no direct access to loader internal data structures from the application are available.

TRuE targets programs running with a higher privilege level than the user interacting with the program. The secure loader does not read any environment variables and has no configuration files that are parsed at runtime. A user is not allowed to change settings for privileged programs. All settings are hardcoded during the compilation. Library paths, debugging features, and loader settings can only be changed before the compilation of the secure loader. The secure loader does not allow changes to any settings at runtime.

The removal of these user-settatable features protects from attacks mentioned in Section IV-A. Privileged applications do not need these features, therefore removing the features altogether is more secure than executing additional checks before accessing the features (as done by the standard loader).

2) Protecting all executed application code: The initialization code of the secure loader is the first code that runs when an application is started. This initialization code starts and initializes the sandbox as well.

The secure loader can execute all application code under the control of the sandbox because the loader is part of the privileged sandbox domain. The secure loader tells the sandbox to translate an entry point to application code whenever the standard loader would pass control to application code. The application traps into the sandbox domain when it uses any loader functionality (e.g., resolving symbols, loading
additional modules, or loading PLT entries). The secure loader verifies the correctness of the request, and returns the result to the application domain. The secure loader cleans all references to internal data from any returned structures as an additional level of protection (next to setting internal data structures read-only when executing translated application code). The application uses the loader features through a well-defined API and can no longer read or write internal loader data. Trapping into the sandbox domain switches the stack of the current thread, stores information about the current state of the application thread (i.e., registers and PC), and adds write permission for the internal data structures of the secure loader; these changes are reversed when returning to translated application code.

This procedure ensures the safety of the secure loader, the sandbox, and the internal data structures at all times. Consequently, the problems mentioned in Section IV-B do not exist for the secure loader.

3) Opening the loader black box: Placing the loader in the sandbox domain solves the loader black box problem from Section IV-C. The sandbox and the loader are in the same trust domain and together provide the base for trusted execution. Loader and sandbox can share data structures and exchange information about executable code regions, data regions, and symbol locations.

The loader is no longer translated by the sandbox as a part of the application but is an integral part of the sandbox. The application no longer needs privileges to map executable code into the application memory space but uses the loader API provided by the sandbox. All applications remain unchanged but calls to the loader are redirected to the secure loader API in the sandbox domain.

C. PLT inlining

The tight integration of the secure loader into the sandbox enables PLT inlining. The PLT is originally used to enable position independent code. The binary translator in the sandbox can remove the PLT code and inline the resolved target addresses directly into the generated code.

This optimization reduces the amount of indirect control flow transfers (these control flow transfers account for the main overhead in dynamic binary translation) and hides the location of other objects from the application.

The addresses are encoded directly in the code cache and the application has no access to the instructions in the code cache. This feature enables module separation and raises the bar for security exploits because a potential exploit is unable to determine the locations of specific functions in other objects. The total number of indirect control flow transfers is reduced, limiting jump-oriented attacks.

Format string attacks [36] and other data-oriented attacks can be used to circumvent guards in the application domain like ASLR, DEP, and stack canaries. These attacks overwrite pointers in GOT sections of shared objects and use the indirect jump instructions in the corresponding PLT regions to set up arbitrary code execution. Each PLT call in the application code can be used as a gadget for jump-oriented programming. PLT inlining closes this attack vector. Remaining indirect jump instructions in the application code (e.g., C switch statements are compiled to indirect jumps through jump tables) may still be used for jump-oriented programming attacks. The frequency of these remaining indirect jump instructions is low, thereby severely limiting the opportunities for jump-oriented programming.

D. Additional security features

A custom tailored exploit could target the binary translator itself. If the program is able to locate the internal data structures of the binary translator (e.g., the code cache), it could modify the executed code by directly changing instructions in the code cache and break out of the isolation layer. Therefore any pointers to internal data are only allowed in the sandbox domain, and a protection guard in the sandbox must ensure that all data of the sandbox domain is write-protected whenever application code is executed.

The basic binary translator is extended by the following security guards that secure the user-space isolation sandbox and to ensure that application code cannot escape the sandbox: Non-executable data and code ensures that neither data nor code of the original application can be executed directly (by setting the non-executable bit on all memory pages of the application). This guard prevents code injection attacks. Only translated code in the code cache and code of the sandbox domain are executable. A shadow stack in the sandbox domain protects all return addresses on the application stack. This guard prevents return-oriented programming [44]. The sandbox uses Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) to allocate internal data structures at random addresses. ASLR is an additional probabilistic protection against bugs in the implementation of the sandbox. The sandbox uses a dedicated stack for all privileged code to prevent data leaks to the unprivileged domain. A trampoline switches the context (and stack) whenever privileged code is executed. A protection guard ensures that no data from the sandbox domain is writable when code from the application domain is executed. The protection guard uses information from the sandbox internal memory allocator and mprotect system calls to write-protect all sandbox internal data structures whenever translated application code is executed.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

The Trusted Runtime Environment (TRuE) is implemented as a combination of a secure loader and an extended version of the libdetox [37] sandbox. TRuE integrates the information from the loader into the security guards. The secure loader initializes the sandbox before any application
or library code is loaded or executed. All application and library code is then executed in the sandbox\(^4\).

The secure loader uses ELF information and symbol table information [41] and implements all needed functionality to load most programs (e.g., OpenOffice, and the SPEC CPU benchmarks).

The SFI platform is tightly coupled with the secure loader. The loader first maps libdetox into the address space and initializes the SFI platform. This special treatment ensures that the SFI platform is initialized and that the application has no access to or knowledge of the sandbox domain. The next steps are the relocation of the application and all needed shared objects. The loader controls all data that is passed to the application and runs all user code under the control of the SFI platform.

The prototype implementation of TRuE is small. According to ohcount\(^5\) the secure loader consists of around 5,400 lines of code (including 2,100 lines of comments) and the sandbox platform consists of around 20,200 lines of code (including 5,000 lines of comments and 4,900 lines for the full IA32 translation tables\(^6\)).

A. Application and library loading

The secure loader implements the most common subset of features from the standard loader. Some features (e.g., overwriting library search paths, runtime debugging, or debugging features that execute user-supplied code for specific events) are removed and not implemented out of security concerns. Unimplemented features result in an error message and graceful termination of the program. The current implementation prototype covers the core functionality needed to execute in practice any ELF programs of Ubuntu 11.04 that originally use the standard loader (i.e., any ELF program that uses shared libraries). Further options (e.g., obscure relocation patterns, additional callbacks from the application into the loader, and access to internal loader data\(^7\)) can be added if needed.

The standard loader has no protection for internal data structures and leaks pointers to the internal data structures to the application. The API of the secure loader that is accessible from the application (e.g., dlopen, dladdr, and dlsym) ensures that no protected internal data is leaked to the application. The sandbox write-protects all internal data whenever (translated) application code is executed by using mprotect on all memory regions of the sandbox.

\(^4\)The source code of the prototype implementation of TRuE is available as open-source at http://nebelwelt.net/projects/TRuE.

\(^5\)ohcount is a tool to measure different code metrics like lines of code.

\(^6\)The IA32 translation tables contain detailed information about all IA32 instructions. The translation tables enable the BT to decode and to translate individual IA32 instructions.

\(^7\)GDB uses undocumented direct access to the internal data from the loader to get more information about individual symbols. This feature can be implemented as a proxy that projects information out of the secure loader if needed.

The secure loader must handle the startup of new applications. First of all the loader is completely independent from any libraries (even the standard libc) and is just mapped into memory. This loader then examines the ELF headers of the application and maps the runtime sections of the application to a fixed address in memory. Then the list of needed libraries is examined and entries are added to a “to-process-list”. The loader dequeues one entry at a time and loads and initializes this library at random addresses. If the library depends on other libraries then they are added at the end of the “to-process-list”. This algorithm conforms to a breadth-first traversal of the dependence graph of the application starting with the application as the root node.

References to needed libraries only contain the name of the library but not the path. When the loader locates a new library several paths are examined: first a per-DSO variable that specifies one or more search paths per DSO, then the standard search paths defined in /etc/ld.so.conf. The standard libc loader also supports additional search directories using the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable and the local cache file /etc/ld.so.cache. Out of security reasons the secure loader does not support runtime-configurable paths.

B. Symbol resolving

The loader resolves symbols using the symbol tables in the different shared objects. Every shared object contains the .dynsym table with all exported symbols. If the loader needs to resolve an imported symbol then the loader checks different lookup scopes. The loader defines three different lookup scopes that are checked one after the other:

1) **Loader scope:** this scope contains the symbols that are exported by the secure loader. The loader scope is checked first and symbols in this scope cannot be overwritten.

2) **Local scope:** the local scope of a DSO contains its own symbols and the symbols of all libraries that the DSO depends on. This scope is a subset of the global scope.

3) **Global scope:** shared objects that are in the initial set of objects loaded during the startup of the application (e.g., all objects in the dependence graph) or shared objects that are loaded at runtime with the RTLD_GLOBAL flag set are in the global scope.

A special feature is symbol versioning where symbols can be defined multiple times with different versions. The correct symbol is then selected based on a matching version.

The secure loader supports the GNU IFUNC relocation format (STT_GNU_IFUNC) where a piece of code is executed to determine the correct location of the symbol. This feature is, e.g., used in the libc to select between multiple implementations of a function. The test function checks if a specific CPU feature is available and returns the most optimized version for the current environment. The
Shared objects contain data structures that are only changed by the loader and are only read by the application code. If the secure loader needs to update write-protected structures (e.g., a GOT entry) then the write-permission is set temporarily during the update in the sandbox domain. The write-permission is removed when returning to the application domain.

D. Loader optimizations

The secure loader currently implements two optimizations, lazy binding and PLT inlining.

Lazy binding reduces the amount of relocations that have to be calculated when a library is loaded. Only symbols in the data region are relocated but symbols in the PLT region are only resolved and relocated when the function is executed the first time. This optimization is also implemented in the standard loader.

The implementation of PLT inlining follows the design in Section V-C and uses the close relationship between the secure loader and the sandbox. The sandbox intercepts all call instructions and checks for each instruction if the call is a PLT call. The secure loader then resolves the static target address of the PLT target. The original call and indirect jump of the PLT call are then replaced by a translated call instruction to the resolved target. This removes an indirect jump including an indirect control flow check for every PLT call that is executed.

During the loading process weak symbols of prior DSOs can be overwritten by symbols in the current DSO. Library loading forces all threads to trap into the sandbox domain and to flush their code caches. If the weak symbol points to a function and this function was inlined (through a PLT slot) then the sandbox has an invalid reference in the code cache and must therefore flush the code cache to retranslate the given PLT slot.

E. Handling of the sandbox

The secure loader handles the sandbox in a special way. The loader resolves the additional sandbox code before any
shared library or application code is loaded and initialized. The symbols of the TRuE framework are also resolved in a protected scope that is only accessible by the secure loader and the sandbox.

Any application or library code that is then executed during the initialization phase is executed under the control of the sandbox, enabling security right from the start.

F. Changes to the regular sandbox

The safe sandbox in Figure 3 is based on the libdetox [37] open-source project. Changes to the original implementation are an API for the secure loader, an alternate sandbox stack for functions in the sandbox domain, and a new shadow stack to store information about the application stack in the sandbox domain.

The sandbox uses the secure loader to lookup information on the different sections. The sandbox uses this information to decide if code is in an executable section of a shared object or in some other region. The same information is used to implement PLT inlining as described in Section VI-D.

Our sandbox uses specific entry and exit trampolines to simplify the transition between the application domain and the sandbox domain. The entry trampoline handles the transition from translated application code to privileged sandbox code. The application stack remains unchanged, registers are spilled to a thread-local storage area in the sandbox domain and the stack is swapped to a sandbox stack. Code running in the sandbox domain uses the sandbox stack to store local information. The exit trampoline returns from the sandbox domain to the application domain. The trampoline restores registers, switches back to the application stack, and continues the execution of the translated code.

Events that trigger a switch from the application domain to the sandbox domain are:

Lookup misses in the mapping table: if an indirect control flow transfer cannot be resolved with the inlined assembler code (e.g., a quick lookup in the first entry of the mapping hash table) then the control flow transfer code escalates to the sandbox domain and requests a slow-path lookup.

Untranslated code: if the translated application code branches to untranslated code an exception is triggered and the sandbox either translates the untranslated code and continues execution or faults.

Signals and exceptions: the sandbox installs special handlers to catch all signals and exceptions. These handlers check the signal or exception, resolve the original instruction pointer", check if the signal or exception is legit, and pass the information to the application.

System calls: system calls trigger a switch to the sandbox domain. A handler copies the arguments of the system call into the sandbox domain. If an argument is a pointer to a data structure then only the pointer is copied. The handler then checks the combination of system call and parameters using a per-application policy. The system call is evaluated in the sandbox domain to protect from time of check to time of use attacks by concurrent threads.

The shadow stack protects the application from return-oriented programming attacks. The basic concept of the shadow stack keeps information about the application stack frames in the sandbox domain. The shadow stack uses triples of pointers of return instruction pointer, translated return instruction pointer, and stored application stack pointer. The original libdetox implementation uses only pairs of pointers of return instruction pointer and translated return instruction pointer. The advantage of using triples is that the stack can be resynchronized if there is a mismatch. If the last translated function removed multiple stack frames (e.g., through exception handling) then the reauthentication method can pop stack frames on the shadow stack until the application stack pointer matches the stored stack pointer on the shadow stack, resynchronizing the shadow stack with the application stack.

G. Implementation alternatives

We discuss two implementation alternatives that offer a similar security concept to the combination of a secure loader with a sandbox. The first alternative uses static recompilation. All libraries are compiled to a statically linked binary, guards are added during the recompilation, and the loader is no longer needed. This approach has several drawbacks: (i) there is no second protection domain; exploits can get control of the user-space and then execute arbitrary system calls, (ii) static recompilation is limited to statically known targets and code locations (e.g., handling of dynamic jump-tables for switch statements), (iii) a secure static runtime environment must restrict the ISA and the dynamic control flow transfer instructions to limit the dynamic options of the IA32 ISA.

A second alternative implements a sandbox without changing the loader. The sandbox is hidden from the application using loader tricks that alter the data structures of the loader, or the sandbox is added as a binary blob and injected into the process image by an external process. This implementation approach has the disadvantage that it is hard to hide the sandbox from the loader/application and to remove all traces from the sandbox in the loader data structures. A second disadvantage is that loader code is translated as well, especially when new symbols are resolved. This disadvantage leaves the loader black box problem unsolved.
VII. Evaluation and Discussion

This section evaluates and discusses the implementation prototype of the secure execution platform to demonstrate its practicability. The evaluation shows a performance evaluation for the SPEC CPU benchmarks and discusses limitations of the current implementation.

A. SPEC CPU benchmarks

We use the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks version 1.0.1 to evaluate the performance and feasibility of our prototype implementation. The SPEC benchmarks are run on an Intel Xeon E5520 CPU at 2.27GHz on Ubuntu Jaunty with gcc version 4.3.3 on a x64 kernel with 32bit support. We evaluate a subset of the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks. The missing C++ benchmarks did not compile with the gcc 4.3.3 due to changes of the C++ header files; the missing fortran benchmarks did not link due to library problems under 64bit. These missing SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks run if the source files (for C++ based benchmarks) or the Makefile (for fortran based benchmarks) are patched. This section only reports on the unmodified SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.

Table II displays the number of relocations per benchmark run and the number of loaded DSOs for a subset of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. The total number of relocations is low (between 1,381 and 1,597 relocations) for all the evaluated SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks.

Table III shows the overhead of the secure loader compared to the standard loader. The performance of the secure loader is competitive to the standard loader. Comparing the columns of the secure loader to the secure loader with memory protection illustrates that the overhead of the secure loader to protect all writable sections except .data and .bss is negligible. The cost for protecting the memory pages that contain the loader data for each shared object is amortized during the runtime of the program.

The last column displays the overhead of TRuE (including secure loader, memory protection from Section VI-C and full sandboxing of all application code). Most programs have low overhead and safe execution is feasible. Running all application code in a sandbox and checking all control flow transfers results in additional overhead between 0.5% and 85% for the SPEC benchmarks compared to the standard loader. The overhead results mostly from binary translation (i.e., the execution of indirect control flow transfers) and only little overhead is induced through the additional security checks.

Benchmarks with a very high number of indirect control flow transfers (these transfers incur a runtime check in the sandbox) have higher overhead (e.g., 400.perlbench, 403.gcc, or 464.h264ref). Every executed indirect control flow transfer needs a runtime lookup in the mapping table of the BT. The BT implementation reduces the cost of runtime through caching of source target pairs, fast paths for often executed targets, and other optimizations. Nevertheless they are the biggest factor in the overall overhead.

The average overhead for all evaluated benchmarks is 15% which is tolerable for the combination of safe loading and sandboxing. The overhead of TRuE for individual benchmarks is comparable to the sandboxing overhead of libdetox [37].

B. OpenOffice 3.2.1

We measured OpenOffice startup as a stress test and worst-performance metric. 145 DSOs are loaded, relocated, and executed with very low code reuse. OpenOffice was run on an Intel Core i7 CPU at 3.07GHz on Ubuntu Maverick.

OpenOffice 3.2.1 executes 265,067 relocations during the startup phase and loads 145 individual shared objects. The secure loader imposes an overhead of 44% for OpenOffice and 77% overhead for the additional memory protection. If
the full protection sandbox and the secure loader are used in combination then the start-up of OpenOffice is slowed down by 188%.

The overhead for OpenOffice results from additional checks that are carried out whenever a new shared object is loaded and all relocation entries need to be resolved. The OpenOffice startup sequence is evaluated as a worst-case scenario. Code is rarely reused and a huge number of references between objects need to be resolved. The overhead for the secure loader comes from less efficient loading and symbol resolving. The additional overhead between the secure loader and the secure loader plus memory protection comes from the additional mprotect system calls used to protect all runtime sections except .data, .bss, .tdata, and .tbss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>standard loader</th>
<th>secure loader</th>
<th>loader ovhd.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>native</td>
<td>178,336 kB</td>
<td>208,312 kB</td>
<td>(16.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandbox</td>
<td>256,156 kB</td>
<td>289,569 kB</td>
<td>(13.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandbox ovhd.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(39.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV
OPEN OFFICE MEMORY CONSUMPTION SHOWING THE MEMORY OVERHEAD OF THE SECURE LOADER AND THE SANDBOX.

Table IV shows OpenOffice memory consumption as given by ps -o vsz,command. The secure loader consumes between 13.0% and 16.8% more memory than the standard loader. The standard loader uses malloc and free to allocate memory. The secure loader does not use any external libraries and relies on direct mmap calls and a less-efficient internal memory management system. The secure loader overhead can be reduced with a more efficient memory management system.

Sandboxing results in 39.0% to 43.6% memory overhead due to the internal data structures of the sandbox, the mapping cache, and the code cache for translated application code. An overhead of 77,820 kB to 81,257 kB to sandbox large applications like OpenOffice is both tolerable and feasible.

C. Discussion of TRuE’s security features

TRuE combines a sandbox that enables the execution of untrusted code with a secure loader. The secure loader can load and relocate unmodified binaries and shared libraries that are then executed under the control of the sandbox. The sandbox uses the internal information of the secure loader to optimize the code layout of the internal cache. TRuE protects unmodified binary applications from code-based attack vectors and enables a safe foundation to execute applications that use shared libraries.

TRuE splits the user-space into two execution domains, the privileged sandbox domain that controls an application and the application domain that executes translated application code. The secure loader starts and initializes the sandbox before the application binary is opened. The loader then loads and relocates the application and all libraries. Any application code is executed under the control of the sandbox.

The sandbox ensures that no untranslated code is executed. The memory layout of the sandbox ensures that no code-injection attacks are possible. All memory regions are either executable or writable, but never executable and writable. The security guards that are woven into the translated code ensure that any direct or indirect control flow transfers only redirect control flow to already known and verified targets.

The secure loader only implements bare-bones functionality needed to load and relocate applications on a single platform. No inter-platform operability, no debugging features, no runtime-configurable settings, and no runtime-changeable settings are implemented. This bare bone paradigm drastically reduces the total number of lines of code needed to implement the loader functionality.

The secure loader executes extra checks that disable some features for privileged applications. These checks can contain bugs [17], [33], [34] that enable an arbitrary user to execute code as privileged user. These features are not available in the secure loader and cannot be exploited.

The combination of a secure loader with a sandbox offers several advantages. The secure loader enables a clean foundation to implementing a secure sandbox, unmodified binary applications are safely executed in the unprivileged application domain. Any requests for system calls, indirect control flow transfers, or functionality of the dynamic loader trap into the sandbox domain. The application domain has no privileges to map executable code. The sandbox ensures that no untrusted application code is executed outside of the sandbox. Any calls into the loader trap into handler functions in the privileged sandbox domain where the parameters can be checked and verified.

D. Limitations of the current implementation

TRuE protects from all code injection based attacks (on the stack and on the heap). Regular code sections of the application are mapped read-only and only translated application code in the code cache is executable. Other memory pages of the application are never mapped executable.

The shadow stack protects the return instruction pointer using a privileged shadow stack in the sandbox domain. This guard protects from all stack-oriented attacks (return to libc attacks and return-oriented programming [44]).

A limitation of the current approach is that jump-oriented programming attacks [10] and data-only attacks (application data is over-written using a malicious write to a memory page) are still possible. Jump-oriented attacks and data-only attacks can redirect the control flow to alternate locations in the code but the attacks can never introduce new code or break out of the sandbox. Only translated code is executable.
and all outgoing edges at the end of a basic block in the code cache are either patched to other translated basic blocks or trigger a fallback into the sandbox to translate previously untranslated code.

Similar to libdetox [37] we can use a system call policy to ensure that the application code cannot break out of the sandbox and to protect from jump-oriented attacks and data attacks at the more coarse-grained system-call level. An advantage of moving the loader into the sandbox domain is that we do not need to consider the system calls needed by the loader in our application policy. The policy can be reduced to the functionality actually needed by the application and is not polluted by system calls that are needed for loader functionality.

A second limitation that is shared with libdetox is the inability to securely support self-modifying code (i.e., JIT compilers). A JIT compiler can generate arbitrary code. TRuE uses a privileged sandbox domain to handle code generation and module loading. If an application contains a JIT compiler then it is placed in the untrusted application domain. The application domain is not allowed to generate new code. If the application domain was allowed to generate new code then a JIT compiler would not be distinguishable from a code injection attack. A possible solution for applications that need a JIT compiler is to either promote the JIT compiler to the sandbox domain or to define a secure API that is used by the JIT compiler in the application domain to notify the sandbox domain of newly generated correct code. This extension is a topic for future work.

VIII. RELATED WORK

This section presents information about related work. Many different sandboxing techniques already exist. Most dynamic techniques use either an LD_PRELOAD based approach or rely on trusted application code to initialize the sandbox. Policy-based system call authorization checks all system calls and system call parameters of an application. Policy-based system call authorization can be used as an extension of sandboxing or by itself.

Sandboxing uses binary translation to encapsulate running code [11], [30], [32], [45]. Libdetox [37], Vx32 [22], Strata [43], [42], and program shepherding [29] implement software-based fault isolation using binary translation. Additional guards like non-executable memory regions, stack protection, and system call policies can be added during the dynamic translation of the machine code.

The basic SFI framework must be fast, extensible, and secure. Many different instrumentation frameworks exist and one must be aware of the limitations that several optimizations pose to security.

Policy-based system call authorization stops the application when system calls are executed. The arguments and the location of the system call are then matched against a given policy. The program is terminated if a policy violation is detected. Different techniques can be used to implement system call authorization, e.g., ptrace-support [26], trusted code in the kernel [6], [39], [21], [24], or binary translation [29], [37].

Apart from user-space isolation there exist other possibilities to secure a running systems. Dynamic systems add additional guards and checks to a running application. These systems all work at different levels of granularity. Full system virtualization [7], [18], [12], [5] encapsulates a complete running system and works at a very coarse-grained level of granularity [25], [28], [13]; system call interposition

The different features describe limitations and possibilities of each approach. x includes an available feature, (x) marks a limited feature, a ? indicates that no information about this item is available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Feature</th>
<th>Techniques used</th>
<th>System call interception</th>
<th>System call policies</th>
<th>Full ISA supported</th>
<th>Complete transparent translation</th>
<th>Stack exploit protection (ret2libc)</th>
<th>No special kernel module needed</th>
<th>No application changes needed</th>
<th>Separate secure stack for monitor?</th>
<th>Separate shadow stack for application code?</th>
<th>TOCTTOU aware using safe-guards</th>
<th>Source code available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRuE</td>
<td>1 x x x x x (x)</td>
<td>(x) x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libdetox</td>
<td>1 x x x (x) x (x) x x x x</td>
<td>(x) x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vx32 [22]</td>
<td>1 x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strata [43], [42]</td>
<td>1 x ? ? ? x x x x</td>
<td>(x) x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prog. sheph. [29]</td>
<td>1 x (x) x x (x) x x</td>
<td>(x) x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus [26]</td>
<td>3 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppArmor [6]</td>
<td>3 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SysTrace [39]</td>
<td>3 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchblade [21]</td>
<td>3 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostia [24]</td>
<td>3 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl [47]</td>
<td>2 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PittField [31]</td>
<td>2 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL/XFI [1], [20]</td>
<td>2 x x x x x (x)</td>
<td>(x) x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StackGuard [16]</td>
<td>4 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libverify [4]</td>
<td>4 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proporizer [27]</td>
<td>4 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PointGuard [14]</td>
<td>4 x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different features describe limitations and possibilities of each approach. x includes an available feature, (x) marks a limited feature, a ? indicates that no information about this item is available.

1: dynamic BT; 2: static BT; 3: kernel module or kernel support; 4: compiler extension

Monitor has a separate stack (e.g., permission check or code translation).

Implement IA32 subset: no FPU, MMX, SSE, and 3 byte opcodes.

Static hard-coded policy, only open and execve calls are intercepted.

ret must target instructions immediately after any call instruction.


According to the paper at least no FPU, MMX, and SSE.

Table V

SUMMARY OF RELATED WORK.
encapsulates the application at the system call level and works at the granularity level of individual applications and their system calls.

Static protection reduces the potential overhead but either restricts the instruction set or introduces complicated static analysis. Static verification allows only a sub-set of the instruction set or imposes other additional checks. Compiler extensions can be used as a quick fix to patch a specific static problem.

Table V presents a concise summary of related work and distinguishes features, design and implementation details of these different approaches.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a Trusted Runtime Environment (TRuE) consisting of a secure loader and a user-space sandbox. The secure loader enables safe loading that is a foundation for safe software-based fault isolation. TRuE replaces the standard loader with a security-hardened bare-bones implementation and uses user-space process sandboxing to execute application code under the control of dynamic security guards.

Bugs in the standard loader are often used to escalate privileges. The secure loader is restricted to the basic functionality. The restricted functionality protects from many exploits against the standard loader. Safe loading ensures that SFI is seamlessly integrated into the loader and guarantees that no unchecked code is executed. The trusted, secure loader enables additional security guards in the sandbox. The sandbox is aware of all loaded code regions and the connections between the different shared objects (i.e., the application, or libraries). This information is used to restrict applications to a secure execution model. The loader is no longer treated as a black box but integrated into the security concept. The secure loader and the sandbox run in the same protection domain and share information about the application. Calls from the application to the loader are redirected into the sandbox domain where the requests are verified. Applications running in the sandbox need fewer privileges, and code-oriented attacks are no longer possible. An additional advantage of the shared information between the loader and the sandbox is the potential to remove many indirect control flow transfers between modules. This optimization reduces the overhead of the sandbox and limits jump-oriented programming attacks. This approach bridges the security context of programming languages and operating systems by enabling a language-independent secure execution of applications.

TRuE enables a secure way to create and control applications in user-space with low overhead. Privileged applications and applications that are reachable over the network should be hardened and protected from security exploits: safe loading provides a foundation to solve this problem.
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